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Objective
Explore and analyze high throughput oriented hardware and software based encryption/decryption platforms to maximize crypto operations/sec/$. 
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FPGA based systems are the fastest among all which provide up to ~600 trillion encryptions/sec in 1 million dollar budget.

ASIC IP Based Encryption Platform

ASIC based systems provide about 1.5x higher throughput compare to FPGA based solution. 
ASIC based systems have much higher NRE cost which ranges 3 – 5 million dollars easily.

Summary
FPGA based cryptographic systems are the fastest among all except custom based ASIC based systems.

For a budget < 5 million dollars FPGA based systems would maximize # of encryptions/sec/$.

ASIC based systems would be best if the budget is >5 million dollars.

GPU and hardware accelerator increase computing power of large scale systems by an order in similar power budget.

Biological systems are also shown to provide high throughput encryptions which are still in very primitive age.